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48 RestauRant 
& BaR    
Hungary

In KecsKemét a buIldIng datIng 
bacK to the begInnIng of the 
1900’s has been renovated 
usIng aPProPrIate adhesIves 
for toP of the range tIles

“my initial reaction when I saw this building for the first time 
was of amazement. since it had been built it had already un-
dergone so many changes and now I was the one behind yet 
another change in use! there are traces of the past, present 
and future to be found in every corner of this building. It has 
a very unique history which deserves to be told, layer after 
layer, just like the history of the piazza and the city where it is 
located. the building should really have been demolished but 
a committee decided to salvage it and, by working together, 
we managed to create a new world from the ruins of the old 
world”. the words of ottó hoffer, the interior designer who 
designed all the interiors for this new restaurant and bar in 
the hungarian city of Kecskemét, are a perfect example of his 
commitment when taking on the renovation of this building 
dating back to the beginning of the last century and which, 
over the years, had been extended and renovated a num-
ber of times. before the most recent intervention two years 
ago, the building was in a state of disrepair and general de-
cline. also, the numerous renovation works carried out in the 

past had mixed its original secession style with additions and 
demolitions and its past glory was something that only the 
imagination could have envisaged.

Bespoke tiles and decorations
for the internal walls and floors, the interior designer and cli-
ent chose tiles from a hungarian company specialised in the 
production of tiles and mosaics with decorative features and 
unique colours. the manufacturer of the tiles recommended 
using mapei products and systems – with whom it had al-
ready worked on other sites with great success – not only to 
install the tiles in various sizes and thicknesses, but also to 
install and waterproof 600 m2 of substrate.
the substrate was made from toPcem, a special hydraulic 
binder for normal-setting, rapid-drying, controlled shrinkage 
screeds. thanks to the skill of the tilers and the quality of the 
products, once the screed was cured and dry, it was ready 
for the next stage of the intervention without having to do 
anything else to level off the installation bed.
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for the bar and the restaurant area, 2 cm thick art déco 
tiles were chosen in two different formats (10x10 cm and 
12.5x12.5 cm). KerafleX maXI s1 high-performance, non-
slip cementitious adhesive with extended open time was used 
to install the tiles. the final phase was to fill the grout lines with 
ultracolor Plus high performance, rapid-drying mortar 
which, over the years, remains perfectly water-repellent and 
resistant to the formation of mould. Preference was given to 
maPesIl lm silicone sealant to make the expansion joints.
In the restaurant area there is an english style fireplace and 
surround. to comply with safety regulations, a wooden insert 
was installed in the old fireplace, a special hearth designed 
to be placed in old fireplaces during restoration work. the 
new structure was made from Ytong concrete blocks which 
were reinforced with a cementitious mortar, reinforced with  
maPenet 150 alkali-resistant glass fibre mesh before in-
stalling the tiles. the natural stone surface was bonded with  
adesIleX P9, while for the grout lines, which needed to have 
a rustic look, preference was given to Keracolor rustIc 
high performance mortar, a product manufactured in hun-
gary exclusively for the hungarian market, which has good 
compressive and flexural strength and resistance to abrasion 
and is used to fill internal and external grout lines from 5 to 
50 mm wide.

the proBlem of damp in the washrooms 
area
some of the walls in the washrooms and in the stairwell were 
tiled with square Pietra Kvàder tiles which look like natu-
ral stone (21x21 cm). before installing the tiles, the surface 
was treated with PrImer g synthetic resin-based primer 

in water dispersion diluted 1:2 with water. PrImer g is a 
product that encourages adhesion, anchors surface dust 
and evens out the absorbency of substrates before bonding 
tiles. the tiles were installed with adesIleX P9 and again 
grouted with Keracolor rustIc in the stairwell and with  

ABOVE. after making new screeds from toPcem, the bar and 
restaurant areas were dressed with tiles bonded with KerafleX 
maXI s1 and grouted with ultracolor Plus.
BELOW. the natural stone surface around the fireplace was bonded 
with adesIleX P9 and grouted with Keracolor rustIc.
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ABOVE. the surface of the decorative features and the engraved natural stone surrounds were cleaned with Keranet and then treated with 
maPecrete staIn ProtectIon.
BELOW, LEFT. the walls in the stairwell were dressed with square tiles. before installing the tiles with adesIleX P9 and Keracolor rustIc, 
the surface was treated with PrImer g. RIGHT. before installing the tiles, the area for the washrooms was waterproofed with maPelastIc 
foundatIon and reinforced with maPenet 150 and maPeband tape.
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ultracolor Plus in the washrooms. the joints were 
sealed with maPesIl lm.
the public washrooms were located in the original vaulted 
cellar but had problems of damp and had often suffered from 
flooding. they had been badly damaged by water in the past 
and the surface needed to be coated with a waterproofing 
membrane before installing the tiles. so, after installing new 
screeds made from toPcem, the waterproofing work could 
be carried out. the first step was to create fillet joints between 
the floors and walls with maPeband alkali-resistant, rubber-
backed felt tape.
maPelastIc foundatIon two-component cementitious 
mortar, which is used to waterproof facing walls, was applied 
on the surfaces, and this was also reinforced with maPenet 
150 mesh.
two types of tiles were installed on the walls: the victorian 
model in black for the men’s washrooms and the moorish 
model in terracotta for the ladies’ washrooms. for the floors, 
on the other hand, preference was given to the art déco 
model of tiles in a similar size (20x5 cm) to the planks used 
for the wooden flooring. the wall tiles were installed with  
adesIleX P9 non-slip cementitious adhesive and the floor 
tiles were installed with KerafleX maXI s1.
In order to create a rustic yet elegant look, it was very im-
portant to choose the right grouting product: Keracolor 
gg polymer-modified cementitious mortar proved to be the 
perfect choice. this product is resistant to acids and is ideal 
for grout lines from 4 to 15 mm wide.
the terracotta castle model tiles, characterised by their dec-
orative textured finish, were installed with adesIleX P9 in the 
stairwell leading to the gallery.

final treatment
the efflorescence that had formed on the existing surfaces 
dressed with natural stone was removed with Keranet ac-
id-based cleaner, which is available in both liquid form (15% 
in solution) and in a concentrated powder form. maPecrete 
staIn ProtectIon was then applied over the stone, an 
hydro-oil repellent and anti-stain treatment made of modified 
organic polymers in a watery solution for surfaces in concrete, 
stone material and natural stone.
for the final treatment of the floor tiles, the designers were 
looking for a finish that was neither shiny nor matt, but rather 
a satin finish, which is not particularly easy to obtain. mapei 
technical services proposed mixing maPeluX oPaca and 
maPeluX lucIda, double-reticulating, high-strength metal-
lic waxes with a matt and shiny finish, which is used to protect 
floors exposed to highly intense traffic, such as in this case. 
after applying two coats of the wax mixture, both the client 
and the designers said that it was “….exactly the finish we 
were looking for, as if we had gone back in time!”

TECHNICAL DATA
48 restaurant & Bar, 
Kecskemét (hungary)
period of costruction: XIX 
century
period of intervention: 
2014-2015
intervention by mapei: 
supply products for the screed 
preparation, for the surface 
waterproofing, for the wall 
and floor installation of tiles 
of different sizes, for the final 
protection of the coverings
project: endre szabò, ottó 
hoffer, viktòria lovàsz
client: lajos benkovics 
contractor: Kecskemét 
generàl
installer company: otti-
manufactura llc
mapei distributor: otti-
manufactura llc
mapei coordinator: mihaly 
Juhàsz (mapei Kft.)

MAPEI PRODUCTS
screed preparation: Primer g, 
topcem
Waterproofing: mapeband, 
mapelastic foundation, 
mapenet 150
tiles installation: adesilex P9,
Keracolor gg, Keracolor 
rustic*, Keraflex maxi s1, 
mapesil lm, ultracolor Plus
covering protection: Keranet, 
mapecrete stain Protection, 
mapelux lucida, mapelux 
opaca

* these products are 
manufactured and distributed 
in hungary by mapei Kft.

for further information on 
products see the websites 
www.mapei.hu and 
www.mapei.com

IN THE SPOTLIGHT
ADESILEX P9
High performance 
cementitious adhesive with 
no vertical slip and extended 
open time for ceramic tiles 
and stone materials. Suitable 
for both interior and exterior 
bonding of ceramic tiles and 
mosaics on floors, walls and 
ceilings. Also suitable for 
spot bonding of insulating 

materials such as expanded 
polystyrene, rock and glass 
wool, sound-deadening 
panels, etc. 

RIGHT. to obtain a satin effect finish 
for the tiles, the final treatment was 
a mixture of maPeluX oPaca and 
maPeluX lucIda protective wax.
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